
Job Vacancies - Brain Products GmbH
27/04/2016
Empleo

Brain Products is hiring a new team member to
expand its Strategic Marketing Team Place of
employment: Gilching (near Munich), Germany
Positions: 1) Scientific Consultant and 2) Scientific
Consultant (Neuroscience research applications)
(m/f) http://www.brainproducts.com/jobs.php

Brain Products is hiring a new team member to
expand its Strategic Marketing Team Place of
employment: Gilching (near Munich), Germany
Position: Scientific Consultant

Strategic marketing monitors the developments in
science and develops strategies and solutions for
our research field. We initiate cooperations and projects with scientific partners and
companies.

Brain Products is hiring a new team member to expand its Support Team Place of
employment: Gilching (near Munich), Germany Position: Scientific Consultant
(Neuroscience research applications) (m/f)

BRAIN SIGNALS AS A PASSION:

Are you an expert in processing neurophysiological data of the human brain and
have proven EEG experience in research settings? Are you familiar with human
psychophysiology and EEG signal processing and are motivated to assist other
researchers with their data analysis? Do you enjoy solving signal processing
problems and are enthusiastic about contributing to EEG analysis software
development? Then you could be the person we are looking for!
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The Brain Products headquarters in Gilching (near Munich/Germany) needs your
experience and creativity to strengthen the Scientific Support team. Brain Products is
the global player for a vast variety of scientific applications in the context of
electroencephalography. Our acquisition software and innovative electrode concepts
(active, dry, passive) are the work horses in the global brain research community,
and our analysis software BrainVision Analyzer 2 is used by researchers worldwide
for state-of-the-art signal processing

The Scientific Support team helps our end users in their pursuit of optimal data
analysis. Many customers worldwide value the reliable advice provided to them to
successfully process and study EEG signals in BrainVision Analyzer and to find
optimal solutions for their research endeavours. The team currently includes PhDs
with backgrounds in Physics, Biomedical Engineering, and Psychology or related
fields. Solutions for our users are developed with a strong backup from our software
development team. Brain Products is an owner-operated midsized company situated
in the middle of the five lakes district and offers flat hierarchies, interdisciplinary
teamwork, experienced supervision and permanent contracts.

More information in http://www.brainproducts.com/jobs.php
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